Exhibitions

      Internationale Biennale of Design Saint Étienne, France
      *RIBA: Fifty Buildings, 50 years, UK*
2009  Gwangju Design Biennale, Korea
      *Dentelles d'architecture, MAV, Paris*
2008  *Future, Non-Future* at the Architecture Association, London
      *Skin+Bones: Parallel Practices in Fashion and Architecture* in London, Tokyo, Los Angeles
2007  *Love & Money- the Best of British Design Now* by the British Council, Tokyo, Hong Kong, Indonesia, Malaysia, Thailand, Taiwan and Korea.
2006  Hypothetical Slide House for Carsten Holler’s *Unilever Series* at the Tate Modern, London, UK
      Design of *Future City Exhibition*, Barbican, London, UK
2005  *Groundswell: Constructing the Contemporary Landscape*, MoMA New York, USA
      Monographic show on FOA, Harvard Graduate School of Design, USA
      Monographic show on FOA, Bratislava, Slovakia
2004  *Tall Buildings*, MOMA, New York, USA
      *Concours du Centre Pompidou a Metz*, le Centre Pompidou, Paris, France
      9th International Architecture Exhibition, Venice Biennale, Italy
2003  *FOA’s Growing Architecture*, Institute of Contemporary Art (ICA), London, UK
      *Institut pour la Ville en Mouvement*, Paris, France
      *FOA’s Phylogenesis*, Museum fur Angewandte Kunst (MAK), Vienna, Austria
      *Architecture + Water*, SFMOMA, San Francisco, USA
2002  United Architects at the World Financial Centre, NY, USA
Latent Utopias, Graz, Austria

FOA’s Phylogenesis, TNProbe Gallery, Tokyo, Japan

British Pavilion at the International Architectural Biennale in Venice, Italy

A New WTC, Max Protetch Gallery, New York

2001 Space Invaders, Lisbon, Portugal

Great Expectations at the Central Station, New York, USA

Un(private) houses, MACBA, Barcelona, Spain

2000 Museum of Modern Art, New York, USA

The van Alen Institute, New York (March 2001).

Kortrijk Biennial, Belgium

International Architectural Biennale in Venice, Italy

1999 Cities on the Move, Hayward Gallery, London, UK

Strange New World, Glasgow, UK

Archilab Orleans, France

FOA YIPT, Ministerio de Fomento, Madrid, Spain

1998 Exhibited at the Design Museum, London, UK

Exhibited at Swedish Museum of Architecture, Stockholm, Sweden

1997 Critical Projects, Architecture Centre of the Royal Institute of British Architects (RIBA)

New Landscapes, Museum of Contemporary Art, Barcelona, Spain

Virtual Architecture, Tokyo University Gallery, Japan

Cyber Architecture, Imagina, Monaco

1996 Korean Pavilion at the 6th International Architectural Biennale in Venice, Italy

Architecture on the Horizon, at the Royal Institute of British Architects (RIBA), London

UIA conference at the Museum of Contemporary Art, Barcelona, Spain

1995 Monolithic Architecture, Heinz Architectural Centre, Pittsburgh, USA